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WE’RE GOING
TO DISCUSS
 A definition of the circular economy
 How fibre-based packaging contributes to the
circular economy
 The sustainability of fibre-based packaging
 Consumer perceptions of fibre-based packaging
 Case studies: fibre-based packaging for fresh
produce
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FIRST LET’S START WITH A
DEFINITION OF THE CIRCULAR
ECONOMY
The circular economy is built on three principles driven by
design:
 Eliminate waste and pollution
 Circulate products and materials (at their highest value)
 Regenerate nature

Ellen MacArthur Foundation
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DESIGNED FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT, OUR INSPIRED
PACKAGING:

Inspired by the Butterfly Diagram from the Ellen MacArthur Foundation



Starts from renewable material grown in
regenerated sustainably-managed forests



Fibres for paper-making are generally a byproduct from construction timber



The CO2 sequestrated during tree growth
remains stored during all fibre recycling loops



Fibres can ultimately be composted and go
back to nature

THIS MAKES IT A PERFECT ENABLER FOR THE
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
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THE SUSTAINABLE CREDENTIALS OF
FIBRE-BASED PACKAGING:
A fibre tray production has a lower carbon footprint than a
plastic tray:
GHG Emissions

eq

41%
lower than virgin
PET tray

13%

lower than tray
with 80% PCR

Energy Consumption

63%
lower than virgin
PET tray

28%

lower than tray
with 80% PCR
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Cradle-to-gate analysis of 1-pint fibre-based punnet tray versus 1-pint plastic tray equivalent made from either 100% virgin plastic or
80% PCR, Savvypack 2021. Estimates should be verified on a case-to-case basis depending on the actual supply chain, benchmark,
punnet design, etc.

THE SUSTAINABLE CREDENTIALS OF
FIBRE-BASED PACKAGING:
In Europe, the recycling rates of paper and cardboard are double
that of plastic, and linear fates are minimised.
Plastic incineration leads to high additional CO2 emissions.

Recycling

Landfill

Incineration

Plastic

Paper

73%
42%*

85%

22%
19%

8%

39%

7%

EU-28 data from Eurostat (2017), Statista/ Plastics Europe and Sphera.
*average for all collected plastics, only 17% of PE films is collected for recycling (data from PRE)
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FIBRE-BASED PACKAGING IS
PREFERRED BY CONSUMERS
 Consumers are increasingly aware of the need to
transition away from the use of finite resources and
choose circular materials
 The impact of leakage, including macro and microplastics, in the environment is one of the main drivers for
consumers’ negative perception of plastics

When European
consumers were
asked for a
packaging
preference, four
out of five opted for
the paper-based
format

 The inherent biodegradability of fibre-based packaging
can mitigate its long-term persistence and impact of
accidental littering
 This is already much reduced versus plastics, as
economically viable recycling infrastructures and recycled
material applications are well established
Perspectus Global & Pro Carton, 2021
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CASE STUDY:
ProducePack™ Punnet
 An innovative fibre-based alternative to plastic punnet
trays for fresh fruit and vegetables
 Designed to run on standard forming machines, with
a unique, rigid flange that is formed as part of the
sealing process
 A range of board, coating and film options enable
suitability for all produce applications
 Design for the Environment approach ensures
sustainability is at the forefront at each stage of the
manufacturing process

CASE STUDY:
The Tomato Stall introduces first-to-sector
fibre-based pack to replace the plastic tray
and eliminate flow-wrap
Solution1:
 A hinged-lid, mono-material tray ensuring optimal
protection, featuring strategically placed apertures
and printed with natural print tones and a tactile finish

Solution2:
 A partially-enclosed punnet with tab lock to firmly
position and package the produce, with apertures at
each end and in the middle for maximum product
visibility, and natural-look branding

Both solutions are 100% plastic free

CASE STUDY:
BelleHarvest transforms packaging with
recyclable, sustainable carton
 Unbleached kraft board was selected for the application to meet
required strength without compromising sustainability
 100% plastic free solution
 Space for brand messaging, with a striking design and colour
schemes for each apple variety, enabling easy reading of value
propositions
 Recyclable, fiber-based material that can withstand humid
storage environments and prevent bruising, which REDUCED
APPLES DEFECTS BY 15%

FIBRE-BASED PACKAGING IS
PERFECT FOR A WIDE
RANGE OF FRESH PRODUCE
 Can be customised to each customer’s
requirements in terms of application, structure,
design etc.
 A broad range of board, coating and film options
are available
 The solution can be fine-tuned to suit different
protection and preservation needs, giving
performance that may even exceed the levels
offered by plastic while offering greater
sustainability credentials to consumers

Reducing waste at all points of the food value chain is one of
the main drivers to reduce impact on the climate whilst also
ensuring better food availability for a growing population.
This touches on the environmental, economic and social pillars
of sustainability.
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your attention
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Technical Manager
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